Friends Of Organ Pipes Workday Report Sat 22 Nov 2014 by Robert Irvine
Maelor and I decided to take some little frames down to Main Flat to protect the self seeded wattles that
have survived. At the car park we met two twitches who talked about the Peregrine Falcon in the Organ
Pipes formation and were really impressed that you can get a clear view of the nest which is rarely
possible with most Peregrine nests. Also they said they heard a Growling Grass frog at Rosette Rock

Young wattles in flower on Main Flat
Protecting these seedlings can be done by cutting up the rabbit fences we are taking out but today we
forgot to bring any wire cutters with us. After finishing we walked to the Organ Pipes to look at the falcon
nest and just sat at the waters edge. There were many small birds flitting around, Willie Wagtails and
others. We were surprised to see an Eel directly below us in the water probably eating food scraps in the
water from visitor.
Then directly across a Water Rat with a white tail (like a Sugar Glider tail has) as we watched it
swimming and scampering exploring along the other bank for about 50 m it was amazing

Water rat, just about the same time we also saw an eel
Maelor and I agreed that we are always working and don’t take time to just sit and enjoy the wonderful
nature at OPNP

A Peregrine Falcon that could be on a second set of eggs as a month ago I saw three large fluffy chicks in
the nest, well worth a visit, take your binoculars!

On Red Gum Flat all our recent plantings looked in excellent condition with many flowering

I finished off the day at Rosette Rock with an amazing frog calls from three species, I think they were
“Bonk, bonk”, tradition “Reebit, Reebit” and “GrrrrGrap”, since recorded and E-mailed to Terry for
confirmation.

